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Dennis was born and raised in St. Louis, MO in the heart of the Midwest. Gear-head  
mania grabbed him early when he became a fan of racers like Wild Willie Borsch, Don  
Garlits, Craig Breedlove and Art Arfons. An affinity for two-wheeled modes of 
transportation developed early – before he was able to legally drive, a 305  
Honda was his. Others would follow – 350 Honda, 650 BSA, Harley Super Glide, Honda  
Interceptor and his current street bike, a 10 second Harley Electra Glide. His first 4-wheeled  
vehicle was a 1936 Ford Pickup with an 85 HP Flathead V-8. Various muscle cars came 
and went – ’56 Chevy, ’59 Corvette, ’47 Studebaker Pick Up with a small block Chevy and 
Powerglide transmission, Big Block Chevelle, Barracuda, 23 T-Bucket with a Z-28 motor, 
Turbo-Hydramatic 400 and Corvette rear-end, 944 Porsche Turbo, 928 Porsche – you get 
the idea.

Never satisfied with the status quo, Dennis left the family business and went on the road 
with a major touring band as their Stage Manager and Drum Technician. After two years 
of life on the road, it was time to bring this chapter to an end and get serious about his  
career. Various positions moved him around the country until NCR brought him to Dayton, 
Ohio. It was there he achieved everything on his career “To Do” list. This included global  
responsibility, his bachelors and MBA – and one other unexpected achievement – a US 
Patent.

As NCR stumbled through leadership changes, Dennis got the entrepreneurial 
itch and bought a local mortgage company,   growing it to one of the top  mortgage  
bankers in Ohio. Dennis got the drag racing bug when he was at his  
local track (Kilkare) running his 11 second bagger and saw a pair of VROD Destroyers  
running against the metric drag bikes. He was hooked. Drag racing was therapeutic as well,  
keeping him sane while managing to survive and thrive in an incredibly stressful industry. 

Dennis bought a Destroyer in 2012, went to his first event and finished in the money at 
the AHDRA race in Norwalk Ohio. Demonstrating an aptitude for this drag racing thing, 
he went on to have some success in the AHDRA and ManCup series. Updates to the  
Destroyer led to a Super Comp Championship in the ManCup Series in 2013 – the only  
Harley against 70 metric bikes!

Early in 2013, Dennis attended the Hawaya Racing Nitro School and started getting  
seat-time when leased Pro Fuel bikes were available.

Never satisfied with the status quo, Dennis sold the championship Destroyer and moved 
up to a chassis built by Dick Goodall with Gerencer VROD power to dominate the AMRA 
VMOD class.  Even though Dennis isn’t a jockey (lightweight rider), he crushed the  
competition in 2014 and set records for low ET that stand today. This was one of the  
quickest VRODs in the world.

MEET YOUR PILOT.



For 2015, the VROD was put on the back-burner (it’s being reconfigured with a turbo to 
become the world’s quickest VROD!) while Dennis campaigned a Pro Fuel Harley  
full-time in the NHRA and the AMRA. Simultaneously, he was racing part-time in the Man 
Cup series. The seat-time was invaluable and resulted in Pro Fuel Harley runner-up in the 
NHRA and AMRA and the #10 Pro Fuel plate in Man Cup.

Dennis went after the NHRA Harley Davidson Screamin’ Eagle Pro Fuel  
Championship with a vengeance in 2016, but as a privateer it was tough to beat the factory  
supported team. We made them work for it though, finishing 2nd in the points. Even with 
NHRA scheduling conflicts, Dennis had another respectable showing in the AMRA Pro 
Fuel Harley class with a Top 5 finish.

2017 was a remarkable challenge. The original plan was a full step up to Top Fuel Harley, 
but life happens while you were making other plans. Dennis bought a Nitro Funny Bike 
that could be configured to run Top Fuel when desired. Collaborating with Hawaya Racing 
Products and securing the services of Crew Chief Steve Vickers, massive improvements 
were made to the bike and we consistently qualified at or near the top of the ladder and 
were the quickest and/or fastest at most 2017 events. We crushed the eighth mile MPH 
record in September, resetting it to 191.62 MPH.  Joining the elite and exclusive 200 MPH 
and 6 second clubs came easily, and we’re looking for more records to own in 2018.

Outside of drag racing, Dennis remains active in business. He is selling his mortgage 
company to his management team and transitioning to an advisory role. An active  
pilot and flight instructor since 1988, Dennis became one of the first 500 entities to be  
granted authority by the FAA to operate drones commercially in 2015. That led to formation 
of Rapid Aerial Imaging, one of the country’s leading drone operators. Rapid Aerial was the 
first drone operator to assist the FAA and NTSB in aircraft accident investigations. One of 
the highlights Rapid Aerial has produced was aerial coverage of the 2017 Thunder Valley  
Nationals for Fox Sports and the NHRA. Ask Dennis, and he’ll tell you flying REAL airplanes 
is much easier than flying drones!



FIVE-time Winner of the coveted NHRA “Wally”
2017 AMRA Nitro Funny Bike Championship – Rookie to Champ in 8 Months!
2016 NHRA Harley Davidson Screamin’ Eagle Pro Fuel Harley Runner Up
2016 AMRA Pro Fuel Harley Top 5
2016 Man Cup Pro Fuel Harley Top 10
2015 NHRA Harley Davidson Screamin’ Eagle Pro Fuel Harley Runner Up
2014 AMRA VMOD Championship
2013 Man Cup Super Comp Championship
2012 AHDRA Winner

ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

2017 AMRA Nitro Funny Bike 1/8 Mile MPH – 191.62
2014 AMRA VMOD 1/4 Mile ET – 8.631
2014 AMRA VMOD 1/8 Mile ET – 5.417

RECORDS SET.

2011 –  Kilkare Dragway, 2006 Harley Bagger  
    11 second street bike, not quick or fast enough to address the adrenaline deficiency
2012 – Kilkare Dragway, 2006 Harley VROD Destroyer
             9 second drag bike, better, but still looking for more!
2013 – National events, 2006 Harley VROD Destroyer, bored and stroked to 1550 cc
    8 second drag bike; won the Man Cup Super Comp Championship – only Harley             
             against 70 metric bikes.  Quicker, but still haven’t found what I’m looking for!
2013 – Hawaya Racing Nitro School – laid the nitro foundation – now we’re talking!
2014 – Campaigned VROD pro gas chassis in VMOD class, set national records and
             dominated the AMRA VMOD class. When you’re thinking about dinner at the           
             eighth, you’re not going quick or fast enough!
2014 – Leased Pro Fuel Harley for National events for seat time.   
             No time to think about dinner now!
2015 – Acquired a Pro Fuel Harley for the NHRA Harley Davidson Series, Man Cup 
             and AMRA. Seat time, seat time, seat time.
2016 – Acquired the new generation Hawaya Pro Fuel Harley to run the NHRA, Man Cup     
             and AMRA series. More seat time. Two years in a row, runner up to the factory        
             supported team.
2016 – Acquired a Nitro Funny Bike to run the 2017 AMRA series.   
             This is getting close to quick/fast enough!
2017 – Won the AMRA Nitro Funny Bike Championship – Rookie to Champ in 8 months!
2018 – Let’s go quicker and faster!

RACING HISTORY.
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- Dominant defense of our AMRA Nitro Funny Bike Championship
- Reset the AMRA Nitro Funny Bike Records for 1/8 mile ET, 1/4 mile ET and MPH
- At least three NHRA appearance with a Top Fuel configuration.  
   We have unfinished business there and a point to prove. 
- Lay the groundwork for a full Top Fuel schedule in 2019

2018 GOALS.

Hawaya Racing Nitro Funny Bike/Top Fuel Harley
Derringer CL V-Twin Engine – “Happiness Is A Warm Gun”
Weekend “Straight Shooter” Chassis
Carbon Fiber Bodywork
American Hauler Aluminum 28’ Trailer
American Eagle Motorhome
Genuine Buddy Pit Bike

EQUIPMENT.



Sponsor Benefits
Reach key market groups/demographics
Drive sales and increase retail traffic
Receive unpaid advertising/media exposure
Introduce new products/ad campaigns
Build brand loyalty
Increase brand awareness
Increase local market presence/distribution
Entertain and build good will with customers, clients and employees
Build a positive corporate image
Product/company name recognition through extensive exposure
Product is a moving billboard

Sponsor Identification
Sponsor’s identification will be included on:
Racing bike in designated area(s)
Racing trailer in agreed areas
Leather racing uniform in agreed areas
Rider helmet
Race team uniforms
Other clothing (shirts, jackets, hats)
Pit canopy and equipment (Sponsor provided)
Banners, flags (Sponsor provided)
Sponsor’s products, samples distributed at events (when permissible by sanction)
Press kits, press releases, autograph cards
Social media exposure (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)
Other negotiable areas

Marketing Benefits
Promotional and fan support
An opportunity to build sales
Enhance your relationship with customers, retailers and clients
Build brand identity

Additional Benefits
Driver appearances at race events
NFB/Top fuel bike appearances at company VIP event/s (non-race event)
Development of team souvenirs/merchandising program
Autograph sessions to build fan awareness and support

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS.



Between each of the respective sanctioning bodies, national drag racing events are 
held coast to coast, offering a geographically diverse marketing platform. Up to 125,000  
spectators attend NHRA events; thousands of spectators, participants and crew attend 
non-NHRA events.

Dedicated NHRA broadcasts on Fox Sports (FS1) have seen a dramatic increase in  
viewership, up to 1.4M per event in 2016.

NHRA Spectators are more affluent, better educated and more likely to be employed  
full-time than the overall fan base.

STATISTICS.

Household Income

Household Income 75K+

Household Income 100K+

Some college

College+

Employed full-time

White Collar Occupation

Fan

$67,576

31.6%

16.2%

46.2%

14.9%

49.5%

30.5%

Spectator

$73,997

37.4%

21.5%

46.3%

16.7%

54.7%

37.0%

Each of the sanctioning bodies crowns a year-end champion for Nitro Funny Bike or Top 
Fuel Harley.
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A Message From Your Pilot – Dennis Fisher.
I’ve run a successful race team since diving into this sport  in 2012. Whether we were running 
VRODs or Nitro Harleys, I was always in it to win it.  As much as I love going fast – and faster 
– I had no interest in participating unless I was performing at a high level.  And I think it’s safe 
to say my team has performed at a high level.  

In five years we have:
3 x National Championships
2 x NHRA Pro Fuel Harley Runner-up
Top 5 Pro Fuel Harley – AMRA
Top 10 Pro Fuel Harley – Man Cup
5 x Winner of the coveted NHRA “Wally”

RocketFish Nitro Harley is going to compete in multiple series in 2018. The first order of  
business is dominant defense of our Nitro Funny Bike Championship.  Second will be Top 
Fuel events in the NHRA, Man Cup and other relevant sanctioning bodies. NHRA events had  
almost 1.5M viewers on Fox Sports last year, and as many as 125,000 spectators at each event.

While the other sanctioning bodies don’t have TV contracts, live streaming extends the 
reach of these events to 10’s of thousands.  Spectators, participants and crew number in the  
thousands at each of the non-NHRA events.

Sponsorship options can get you:
Mentions as primary sponsor on TV, print, social media interviews and track announcements
Trailer wrapped with your graphics
Custom painted helmet and custom designed leathers
Wrapped starter cart
Bike wrapped with your graphics
Team shirts with your graphics

When your graphics are on our race equipment, your company’s image can get  
exposed to over 1M sets of eyeballs at each NHRA event and countless others as we travel 
more than 60K miles across the country.  This is a huge opportunity for the right partner – 
with a great return on investment.  On top of this visual exposure, we can arrange personal 
appearances with the bike at your location for special events.  The Nitro Funny Bike/Top Fuel 
Harley is an amazing draw, and the crowd always goes wild when we fire it up and do a few 
burnouts!

As a 3 x Champion I will not settle for anything less than continuing our winning, record  
setting ways. RocketFish Nitro Harley has been privately funded since its inception and we’ve  
managed to build and run a winner without compromise on a limited budget.  We’re not  
interested in an unlimited budget – we can make incremental improvements in our current  
program with a modest level of support.  Whether it’s a fully-funded principal sponsor for the 
entire season or associate sponsors contributing products and services, we’re grateful for 
your support.

RocketFish Nitro Harley is excited about 2018 – we’re going to pick up right where we left off 
and we’ve got a few tricks up our sleeve to raise our game.  Come join the fun – I can assure 
you winning IS fun!

Dennis M. Fisher 



Thank you for your consideration. 
We are looking forward to partnering 

with you for the 2018 race season! 

Dennis Fisher
 937-474-3828

dennis@rocketfishnitro.com
www.rocketfishnitro.com






